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Complete page after page of camp theme stories by supplying the parts of speech indicated, then

read the entirely silly story back and roar with laughter! Rememberoor prepare yourself forothe

funny (and not so funny) moments at camp spent with friends and counsellors. Here's your chance

to retell that campfire story the way you think it should really be told.
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I was sending my daughter to sleep away camp for the first time and wanted to send her the perfect

care package... to be delivered the first weekend she was there. I wanted items that were different,

unique, and very camp specific. I loved Mad Libs as a child and was incredibly pleased to find this

very camp specific one. I sent it as part of the care package and, of course having an 11 year-old,

didn't hear a word about it (yes, she thanked me). When she returned, I unpacked her to find a fully

filled out Mad Libs. i asked her about it and she told me that the entire cabin got involved and that it

was so much fun for all of them. I will have no problem sending the exact same one next year!!

I originally heard of/saw Mad Libs on Steve Allen's show in the fifties, took the original book to camp

where it was a hit in the early sixties, and bought this one to use at the Scout camp where I now run

the health lodge each summer. Again a hit. What fun, and an inspiration to create your own stories.



Took it for a family camping trip. Everyone loved it!! Kept everyone laughing for hours by the fire and

while driving to and from Yosemite. There were 2 adults in 30s and 40s, young adult 19, then 7 boys

ages ranging from 11 to 15 and a girl 14 and everyone seriously loved it!! Busting up laughing the

entire time! When the younger kids were around we kept it G rated and when they were asleep the

older teens raised the rating a bit and it was great fun!!

My son took this off to boy scout camp. First sign that it was a good book - he didn't come back with

many empty pages. He said they were funny and gave them something to do during their down

time. Fun Camping themes!

I sent this to camp with my 8 year old daughter. She loved playing with her friends and had a good

time getting to know her bunk mates. I highly recommend for anyone especially a camper!

What fun. We used Mad Libs when the kids were little. Now we have bought some more to use to

keep out 'older' minds fresh. Lots of laughs. fast shipping, great condition

Took this to Summer camp with the student ministry I work with...what a fun idea. During free time,

we would sit in a common area and would draw a crowd of kids and other leaders wanting to get in

on the fun. Proved to be a great way to get the students to meet and interact with kids from the

other groups at camp. We laughed and had good, silly, and clean fun!

Mad libs are a great way to keep a kid occupied while in a restaurant or on the road. Of course my

grandson makes up outrageous stories that often concern obnoxious body noises, but that's why it

keeps him occupied!
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